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Abstract 
Data are a valuable asset for companies in the 

logistics sector to optimize internally and develop new 

business models. They can be like a magnifying glass, 

making previously opaque logistical processes 

transparent and finding previously hidden 

optimization potentials. Typical applications are 

tracking the transport status, route optimization, 

monitoring pharmaceutical products, or monitoring 

shocks for fragile cargo along the trade lanes. One 

way to use data is to tap into publicly or commercially 

available Application Programming Interfaces 

(APIs). As a result, logistics service providers can get 

or provide data automatically via a machine-to-

machine interface. However, the landscape of API 

service providers is vast, unstructured, and 

intransparent in terms of potential data that 

companies can leverage. Given their high potential for 

logistics, the paper proposes a taxonomy of API 

services in logistics based on the inductive analysis of 

three API databases. 

1. Introduction  

The rapid development of digital technologies 

leads to increased competition in the logistics service 

industry, which, as it is, is characterized by low 

margins and complex competition (as shown by 

studies of Roland Berger [1] and PwC [2]). To 

maintain competitiveness and growth, logistics service 

companies need to digitize and define their strategies 

and business models based on data and digital 

technologies [1, 3–5]. Especially since there is a 

variety of start-ups emerging in logistics that leverage 

data and propose digital business models to generate 

visibility, optimize processes, or connect different 

parties of the logistical supply chain [6, 7].  

Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) offer 

companies a suitable opportunity to transform their 

business models and gain a competitive advantage 

through using data [8, 9]. They can be accessed to 

collect data from various sources, combine them, and 

generate new data-based products and services [10]. 

Through APIs, companies can enable their customers 

to access data and services while generating a new 

source of revenue [11, 12]. For example, Salesforce 

generates over 50% of its revenue through APIs, eBay 

60%, and Expedia as much as 90% [9, 13]. 

Accordingly, the growing number of APIs available 

on the market is not surprising and enables companies 

to tap into new fields and ecosystems [13]. Today, the 

world's largest API database lists over 24,000 APIs 

(see ProgrammableWeb [14]). A study conducted by 

PwC shows that there is no other industry in which 

data are more relevant than in the logistics sector [15]. 

Interestingly, the logistics trend radar by DHL sees 

APIs as an emerging technological key trend that will 

be of high relevance within the next five years [16]. 

An illustrative example for APIs as a root for creative 

business applications is the Google Maps API. It was 

not designed for specific products but enabled various 

developers in different fields to integrate and build on 

its capabilities [10]. Given the importance of APIs for 

business transformation, companies must “(…) 

quickly identify APIs that satisfy their functional and 

non-functional requirements (…)” [17 p. 36]. 

The managerial motivations mentioned above are 

complemented by current research. Möller et al. [18] 

point out the importance of data-driven services in the 

logistics domain to optimize and foster the visibility of 

logistical processes. Subsequently, some companies 

are offering, e.g., route optimization services through 

APIs [18], which enables logistics companies to 

optimize addresses in routes through a machine-to-

machine interface rather than manually through a 

graphical user interface [19]. While the study [18] 

does analyze data-driven business models in logistics, 
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the focus is on business models in general – not on 

APIs.  

Generally, taxonomies analyze objects on a 

highly specific or very abstract level (specific 

taxonomies are conceptually narrower and encompass 

a more delimited framework) [20, 21]. In this respect, 

the taxonomies here are a more detailed explication 

tailored to APIs. Given the unique properties of APIs, 

a deeper analysis of this phenomenon is needed, as it 

has too far-reaching implications for a merely 

superficial consideration. Resulting, we use 

taxonomies to give “(…) greater insights in these 

particular sectors” [22 p. 6]. Yoo et al. [23], who 

attribute an increasing role to APIs, identified a lack 

of research about appropriate methodological and 

technological principles for API design. To address 

the lack of research, this paper systemizes logistics 

API services and the data that they offer. 

Consequently, we see the need to analyze the 

availability of API-based services in the logistics 

domain. Our work complements existing classification 

considering API services (see [7, 18]) and details them 

with a distinctive in-depth analysis of APIs. We see 

significant benefits in disclosing the structure of API 

services on the market and conceptualize them in a 

classification scheme. Because of the above, our 

research question is: How to classify API services 

and related data in logistics industries? 

Given that our goal is classification, we pursue 

the design of a taxonomy since it enables us to “(…) 

structure or organize the body of knowledge that 

constitutes a field (…)” [20 p. 65]. A taxonomy is 

explicitly suitable for that task, as it is based on the 

inductive classification of empirical objects [24, 25]. 

In our case, the empirical objects are APIs in logistics, 

which we draw from three publicly available databases 

(i.e., ProgrammableWeb, Datarade, and RapidAPI).  

The work adds to prior research on the greater 

field of digital and data-driven business models in the 

logistics industry [6, 18]. It enriches them through an 

in-depth conceptual look at API services [6, 18]. We 

follow standard practice in IS research to answer that 

particular research question and use the method for 

taxonomy design of Nickerson et al. [26].   

The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 

defines the key concepts of this research. Section 3 

introduces the research approach. The developed 

taxonomy is presented in the fourth section. We will 

provide a deeper look at the finer granular taxonomies 

for the applications track & trace and route 

optimization in Section 5. Section 6 concludes the 

paper with a discussion and an overview of 

contributions, limitations, and future research. 

2. Background 

2.1. Data-Driven Services in Logistics 

To conceptualize the notion of data-driven 

services, we can draw from the field of data-driven 

business models. Business models, per se, are the 

explication and reduction of complexity on how a 

business works [27]. Correspondingly, a data-driven 

business model is a business model that explicitly 

leverages data as the central resource to generate value 

[28–30]. Likewise, in the logistics services industry, 

these types of business models explicitly leverage data 

generated through or around the logistical process, i.e., 

the transport of goods from the point of origin to a 

destination [18]. Consequently, a data-driven service 

is a service that focuses on “(…) the generation, 

storage, and analysis of data with the ultimate goal to 

support sensible and better decisions (…)” [31 p. 3]. 

These data-driven services usually foster visibility into 

logistical processes or optimize them based on data 

[18]. A typical example is services for route 

optimization that collect data from customers about 

destinations-to-be-visited and return optimized routes 

based on cost, time, or other parameters [19]. Other 

examples are providing additional data 

complementarily to logistics services to enhance 

decision-making in transport management [32]. Using 

data from different sources (e.g., Transport 

Management Systems (TMS)), can have a wide range 

of positive effects on how business in logistics works 

[33]. Thus, data are one differentiating parameter 

distinguishing traditional logistics service providers 

(i.e., freight forwarders) from digital logistics services 

providers (i.e., digital freight forwarders) [34]. 

2.2. Application Programming Interfaces 

As standardized interfaces between at least two 

software applications, APIs enable interoperability 

[17, 35]. APIs are boundary resources that allow their 

user to access the capabilities, data, or infrastructure of 

a third party [36, 37]. The user can thus easily and 

cheaply reuse existing solutions and benefit from 

resource savings concerning their development [17, 

38]. In addition, the user does not need to know how 

the API works. The API provider offers all relevant 

information for API usage, like mechanisms to API 

access or documentation [39]. A distinction is made 

between private APIs and public APIs, which are 

freely accessible (or with minor agreements) [39]. 

Logistics companies that offer an API often generate 

revenue for the API through a subscription model or 

charge a fee per call [18].  
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Wulf & Blohm provide a review of APIs [40]. 

They derive archetypes of APIs and divide them into 

three clusters, the integrators, the free data providers, 

and the mediators. The first ones provide the user with 

the opportunity to integrate the APIs in existing 

system environments, which comes in handy while 

dealing with existing systems. The free data providers 

aim at including as many participants as possible 

without any costs attached, and lastly, the mediators 

are trying to focus the whole environment around the 

APIs [40]. The first and third solutions possess 

industrial relevance for the context of this paper. 

Nevertheless, APIs are crucial for mediating 

platforms. However, the relevance of the individual 

API is often blurry, which requires a decision on each 

API and their financial relevance [41]. 

3. Research Design 

Following the standard procedure in Information 

Systems (IS) research, we use the method of 

Nickerson et al. [26] to build the taxonomy. First, the 

method requires us to formulate a meta-characteristic, 

i.e., the general purpose of the taxonomy, which is the 

following: Classification of API services in logistics 

industries. 

Second, as the method is iterative, it calls for 

choosing ending conditions (subjective and objective), 

which we also adopt from Nickerson et al. [26]. Third, 

one must choose between a conceptual-to-empirical 

(deductive) or empirical-to-conceptual (inductive) 

approach. Since we collect our data from empirical 

examples and our taxonomy aims to classify existing 

API services, we opt for an inductive approach 

following the empirical-to-conceptual path. We 

collect our data in three iterations using three different 

databases and analyze them for the characteristic 

properties of API services. We included more than one 

database to compile a potentially diverse and 

comprehensive sample (see Table 1).  

We analyzed the information on each API service 

in the group of authors. To collect APIs that explicitly 

provide data in logistics, we use the search term 

‘logistics’ in each database respectively. We manually 

screened each API service to discuss the suitability of 

individual objects if necessary. For example, it was not 

unambiguously clear whether some API services refer 

to a logistical service, i.e., transporting goods from 

point A to B. Finally, we distributed the databases over 

three iterations to incorporate database-specific 

findings. All three databases vary in the degree of 

available information on each API. Subsequently, the 

 
1 The taxonomy builds on 3 iterations, which we plan to continue 
in future work.  

final taxonomy reflects a common denominator. That 

means we divided data collection between the authors 

and discussed the findings per iteration. In the 1st 

iteration, we analyzed 42 APIs from RapidAPI, 

followed by the 2nd iteration with 47 APIs from 

ProgrammableWeb and the 3rd iteration including 37 

APIs from DataRade. We selected these databases 

based on experience and internet search. During each 

iteration, we held weekly meetings crystallizing 

relevant API services and corresponding data. Using 

multiple databases enabled us to mitigate potential 

bias existing in one demarcated database. We strived 

to find all relevant APIs and data sources referring to 

API services and data in logistics during each iteration.  

 

Table 1. Taxonomy design iterations. 

Iteration DataBase Sample (N) 

1 RapidAPI [42] 42 

2 ProgrammableWeb 

[14] 

47 

3 DataRade [43] 37 

4 Additional Data1 … 

 

To design the final taxonomy, we considered two 

design alternatives. First, various options exist to 

visualize a taxonomy, e.g., a morphological field, a 

mathematical set, or a hierarchy [44]. In our case, we 

visualize the taxonomy hierarchically, as we have 

identified it as the most comprehensive option for our 

purpose, to structure and organize [20]. Second, given 

the complexity in the final hierarchy, we decided to 

decouple the taxonomy thematically and generate 

additional taxonomies. Notably, we developed one 

taxonomy that is on the ‘service-level’ while 

complimentary taxonomies are on the ‘data-level’. 

Currently, our taxonomy fulfills the ending conditions 

partially as prescribed, yet, we see it as a work-in-

progress, as it only reflects a snapshot of three 

databases and, subsequently, only considers an excerpt 

of available APIs (see Figure 1). The paper reports on 

the general service-level taxonomy and two ‘data-

level’-taxonomies (i.e., for the services route 

optimization and track & trace, see Figure 2 and 

Figure 3). 

4. Taxonomy of API services 

We illustrate the final taxonomy in two parts. 

First, the ‘service-level’ taxonomy provides a 

hierarchical structure of dimensions and 

characteristics of API services in logistics. Second, we 
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developed separate hierarchies for the data of two API 

services, which improved conciseness and drastically 

reduced the complexity of the taxonomy. 

4.1. Service-Level Taxonomy 

Figure 1 shows the final ‘service-level’ taxonomy. 

It consists of three high-level dimensions that 

distinguish the essential API services at their most 

abstract level. There is alignment with prior work, 

highlighting that optimization and visibility are typical 

data-driven services [18], which we also found in the 

present study. These dimensions are extended through 

a 3rd dimension describing general data services. The 

three dimensions are as follows: 
 

• Visibility Services: Subsumes API services that 

enable their user to generate visibility into 

logistical processes. Examples are extracting data 

about vehicle movement (vehicle tracking), cargo 

tracking, or collecting the shipment status. 

• Planning/Optimization Services: Subsumes 

API services that refer to activities of planning 

and optimization. Typical examples are transport 

optimization or order management. 

• Data Services: Subsumes API services that give 

the user access to data (data access & 

consolidation), validation of data (verification & 

validation), or capabilities in the form of 

algorithms (AI algorithm access). Examples are 

verification and validation of product data or 

transport data and access to customized maps. 

4.2. Visibility Services 

From our analysis, we found a wide array of API-

based visibility services that we have differentiated 

threefold (see Figure 1). The first dimension is track & 

trace. In that category, we found services that enable 

different types of tracking of moving goods. These 

include tracking of vehicles, cargo, and shipment 

status (see Table 2). APIs enable collecting the status 

of moving goods, e.g., tracking packages from a 

courier network or collecting proof of deliveries.  

In more detail, specific instances such as sea 

freight refer to the possibility of locating ocean-bound 
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Figure 1. Taxonomy of API services in logistics. 
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vessels based on longitudes and latitudes2. The API 

user can extract information such as estimated time of 

arrivals (ETAs) or departures from these data.  

 

Table 2. Illustrative structure of ‘Track & 
Trace’ services (see Figure 1). 

Service Sub-Service Specific Instances 

 

Track 

& 

Trace 

Vehicle 

Tracking 

Air Freight, Sea 

Freight, Ocean Freight 

Cargo 

Tracking 

Container, Packages 

Shipment 

Status 

Proof of Delivery, 

Automatic Updates, 

Tracking Numbers 

 

Next, APIs enable access to data about vehicles. 

For example, these include data about the speed or 

position of a vehicle. Some API service providers offer 

descriptive data about a vehicle, such as vessels, ports, 

or historical data3. Third, some API services provide 

information about environmental parameters during 

the transport process used to ensure the quality of the 

cargo or goods. Typical services are monitoring of 

temperatures, air pressure, or humidity (see Table 3).  
 

Table 3. Illustrative structure of ‘Quality 
Relevant’ services (see Figure 1). 

Service Sub-Service Specific Instances 

Quality 

Relevant  

Environmental 

Data 

Air Pressure, Humidity, 

Temperature, Air 

Pollutant Emission 

Road Data Shock, Vibration 

4.3. Planning/Optimization Services 

The dimension refers to services used to plan or 

optimize logistical processes. Én detail, the dimension 

includes route optimization, capacity optimization, 

warehouse management, and order management. 

APIs can tap into digital capabilities for route 

optimization and tour planning in transport 

optimization. Typically, the advantage of using APIs 

to optimize routes contrary to web-based Graphical 

User Interfaces (GUI) [12] is the volume and speed 

they can be analyzed and returned. For example, the 

APIs of Geoapify4 or TrackRoad5 enable the user to 

calculate thousands of routes in a short period. From 

those data, users can generate dynamic maps with 

optimized routes.  

 
2 See https://datalastic.com/developers-documentation/realtime-

ship-tracking-api/ last-accessed: 11-06-2021 
3 See https://datalastic.com/platform/ last-accessed: 11-06-2021 
4 https://www.geoapify.com/maps-api last-accessed: 29-08-2021 

Other optimization services include the 

optimization and matching of freight availability and 

truck capacity. We can differentiate a distinct segment 

that enables the management of logistical processes.  

4.4. Data Services 

The category contains all services that we could 

not categorize directly under track & trace or route 

planning/optimization, but that offer data-driven 

logistics services (e.g., verification of data). For 

example, the dimension refers to heightening data 

quality, as these APIs enable users to validate data for 

correctness. Some APIs offer services to generate and 

validate barcodes or verify addresses. Since logistical 

services rely on correct start and end destinations, 

automatic verification of address data is essential. 

These services are not clearly categorized as 

optimization and visibility, so we classify them under 

data services extending the service categorization of 

[18]. 

 

Table 4. Illustrative structure of ‘Verification 
& Validation’ services (see Figure 1). 

Service Sub-Service Specific Instances 

 

 

 

 

Verifi-

cation & 

Validation 

Customer 

Data 

Names, Contacts, 

Addresses, E-Mail, 

Phone Numbers 

Product Data Product Titles, 

Prices, Reviews, 

Manufacturer 

Transport 

Data 

Estimated Shipping 

Costs, Shipping 

Information, 

CarrierID, SellerID, 

OrderID, ParcelID, 

ContainerID 

 

Significantly, the first characteristic refers to the 

verification & validation of data in logistics, such as 

customer data, transport data, or product data (see 

Table 4). Additionally, the dimension subsumes 

services to acquire customized maps through APIs or 

get access to data streams from the supply chain, such 

as logistical standards. Lastly, the dimension includes 

services to tap into the capabilities of algorithms. In 

our case, these refer to AI algorithms used to identify 

5 See https://doc.trackroad.com/APIFeatures.aspx#0 last-accessed: 

11-06-2021 
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different types of objects, such as vehicles or number 

plates. 
 

5. Data Taxonomies 

We complement the ‘service-level’ taxonomy 

(see Figure 1) through two additional finer-detailed 

taxonomies. The purpose being that only by 

decoupling the taxonomies and defining a link through 

services and data can we foster understandability. We 

focused on two lower-threshold taxonomies because 

of the many services and types of data, i.e., for route 

optimization and track & trace. These services are the 

most established and widespread in logistics [18]. We 

illustrate specific instances of API services and their 

application with selected illustrative examples. 

Developing more detailed taxonomies for other 

services (e.g., capacity optimization) is a task yet to 

do. 

5.1. Route Optimization 

In the following, we have a closer view of the 

exemplary data relevant for route optimization 

processes. Figure 2 shows data for route optimization 

API services as found in our sample. We divide the 

data dichotomously into two categories. First, input 

data that logistics service providers can use to enhance 

services for route optimization (e.g., data about road 

infrastructure). Second, into output data such as 

minimal or maximal delivery time. The data are also 

divided fourfold into the categories road data, 

location data, restrictions, and route data (see Figure 

2). Road data includes two sub-categories, i.e., 

dynamic and constant data. Dynamic data are dynamic 

road restrictions, such as speed limits or blocked 

passage points. Traffic data include congestions and 

traffic flow data. Given their dynamic nature, these 

data are only valid for a dedicated period and can be 

used before optimizing routes to enhance the quality. 

Some data are available a priori. For instance, we can 

assume that road works are announced far in advance, 

while other data are available on short notice, such as 

traffic jams. Complementarily, some APIs offer 

consistent road data. These are, for example, 

infrastructure data and data describing permanent 

restrictions. In terms of infrastructure, these data 

include information about rest areas, road 

designations, and layouts, as well as permanent 

directions of allowed traffic flows. Additionally, the 

data reflect continuously valid restrictions, such as 

seasonal closures, speed limits, or the weight and 

height limitations of tunnels and bridges. Thus, these 

data types can be seen as a kind of master data for the 

road network and potentially are the foundation for 

route optimization. 

The 2nd category – location data – comprise 

different types of data, such as latitudes and 

longitudes. In addition, they originate from two data 

sources, which diverge in those that move and those 

that are stationary. For instance, GPS data often 

includes additional information exceeding 

geographical localization, such as the speed of the 

moving vehicle. Contrarily, stationary data contain 

points of origin, intermediate stops, and destination 

addresses. 

The 3rd category – restrictions – does not focus on 

route restrictions but surrounding environmental 

restrictions. We identify three types of restrictions, 

i.e., priority, pickup time, and delivery time window 

(see Figure 2). These three types of restrictions 

originate from the logistical assignment and the 

partners in the operative process. The time windows of 

pickup and delivery are directly dependent on the 

vendor and customer. Priority has to consider three 

different views, i.e., internal priority lists of the 

 
Figure 2. Taxonomy of data for route optimization API services. 
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Min Delivery 
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Flow of Traffic
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transport good, the preferences of the vendor, and the 

destination partner.  

Lastly, the 4th category is route data. The category 

splits routes into subsections in more detail and 

subsumes data on arrival times, durations, and sector 

lengths for each subsection. These subsections add up 

to the complete route. Ranges within the subsections 

may add up to minimal and maximal duration, and 

hence, delivery times. 

The task of optimizing the individual route is 

seldomly part of an API. Instead, in the portrait cases, 

the API provides the gateway between the physical 

system, i.e., the data input devices, the application, 

which fulfills the optimization task, and again, the 

physical system as an output interface.  

5.2. Track and Trace  

In this section, we detail our analysis regarding 

data for the track & trace API services. Track & trace 

connects to a plethora of different data categories. 

Therefore, we sort them loosely in meta-dimensions, 

based on participant and transportation categories 

(see Table 5).  

 

Table 5. Categories in Track & Trace API 
services. 

Categories Data 

Transport Transportation Data, Time Data, Event 

Data, Tracking Number 

Participant Origin Data, Notifications Data, 

Destination Data 

The category transport includes those data 

relevant during the physical transportation process in 

tracking and tracing a product. On the other hand, the 

category participant contains those data that refer to 

participants of the physical transportation process, 

e.g., contact information about the origin of the 

transport or the destination. 

 

Table 6. Illustrative structure of ‘Track & 
Trace’ data (see Figure 3). 

Data Sub-Data Examples 

Transporta-

tion Data 

Address 

Data 

Address Line, Postal Code, 

City, Country 

Supplier 

Data 

Courier Name, Unique 

Code of Courier/Courier 

ID 

Notifica-

tions Data 

Contact 

Data 

Phone Numbers, E-Mail 

Lists, E-Mail Addresses, 

iOs Device ID, Google ID 

Event Data Check-

point Data 

Promised Delivery Date, 

Date and Time of Order 

Created, Date and Time of 

Pick up, Date and Time of 

Delivery 

 

The transportation categories contain 

transportation data, time data, event data, and 

tracking numbers (including the tracking status and 

shipment information). Transportation data includes 

data on the modality. They are comprised of the 

transportation mode, i.e., street, sea, air, or rail, and 

the supplier data. They describe how the logistical 

task is fulfilled and by whom. The next category is 

time data. These data contain various information on 

Tracking 

Number

Tracking 

Status

Delivered

Expired/Canceled

Notifications

Data

Contact Data
Customer Data

Customer Name

Weight of charge

Order ID

Destination

Data

Tracking Page 

URL

Track & Trace 

API Service

Out for delivery/

in Transit

Delivered Late

Address Data

Volume of charge

Shipment

Information

Product Details

Transportation Mode

Event 

Data

Expected delivery date

Actual Arrival Date

Time of tracking update

Time Data

Min delivery time in days

Max delivery time in days

Estimated Departure Date

Origin

Data 

Address Data

Package ID

Handler Name

Transportation 

Data

Supplier Data

Checkpoint Data

Transport Categories Participant Categories

Figure 3. Taxonomy of data for track & trace API services. 
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when something happens during the transport, i.e., 

deviations from a priori agreed parameters. Data types 

are minimal delivery times and maximal delivery 

times, estimated departure dates, times of updates (see 

event/checkpoint data), expected delivery updates, and 

actual arrival dates. This information may be input 

and output data, as delivery times are equally crucial 

for the calculation and results of any track and trace 

process. Also, there are the event data. That 

compromises the checkpoint data (see Table 6), e.g., 

when transportation vehicles reach specific points on 

their route. Especially on overseas transports, there is 

no complete coverage of tracking possibilities, as 

sensors do not connect to servers while on seas. Here, 

reaching checkpoints are opportunities to send data.  

Last, the category tracking number, which 

connects the shipment information and the tracking 

status. Part of the shipment information is the tracking 

page URLs, the order and package IDs, and the 

weight, volume, and further details of the transported 

goods. These data describe the transported good and 

provides, first of all, additional information. Crucial 

for the trace of the goods are the individual package 

IDs and the tracking page URLs, as these offer the 

opportunity to gain access to the good’s information. 

As a second sub-category, there is the tracking status, 

which describes the actual state of the delivery. It 

contains the states out of delivery / in transit, the state 

delivered, the possibility of a late delivery, and the 

remark expired/canceled. The status is often an output 

of any track and trace process and summarizes the 

important information. Together with the time data, 

track and trace enable transparency over the logistical 

process and allow further planning and optimization.   

The first category in participants is origin data, 

which includes data about the point of origin the 

transport is shipped from. Precisely, it consists of the 

handler name and address data. Address data include 

all sub-data necessary to describe the point of origin. 

For example, these include postal codes, cities, or 

countries (see Table 6).  

Next, these data form the necessary information 

for the contact and notifications data. Of high 

importance are telephone numbers to call in case of 

contact, electronic addresses and IDs, i.e., mail, iOs, 

or Google accounts, and overviews of a contact 

person. 

6. Discussion, Contributions, and 

Limitations 

The paper proposes three taxonomies that are 

engraved in a larger research project and reflect our 

current progress. The ‘service-level’ taxonomy (see 

Figure 1) organizes services API services for logistics. 

Since API services can be classified as data-driven 

services, they naturally require data resources to work. 

We draw from the logic of establishing conceptual 

hierarchies between taxonomies, i.e., a more generic 

view (on API services) and a specific view (on data 

required for a related service) [20, 21]. Subsequently, 

the taxonomy for track & trace (see Figure 3) 

illustrates én detail which data are retrievable and 

useable through APIs in logistics. Indeed, this is not a 

prescription that all such data should be used. Instead, 

it is an organization of potential data resources that 

logistics service providers offering track & trace can 

use via APIs. Taxonomy users can discover new 

potentials based on these data for their track & trace 

service. For example, logistics service providers could 

check whether offering extended services on not-yet-

leveraged data resources (e.g., time of tracking 

updates) to enhance their services. That logic also 

applies to the taxonomy for route optimization data 

(see Figure 2). It enables its users to find new 

parameters that can be used to achieve more efficient 

route optimization or offer comprehensive services. 

For example, route optimizers can integrate data about 

road infrastructure (e.g., rest areas) or constant road 

restrictions (e.g., seasonal closures or existing bridges 

or tunnels en route) to optimize the routing engine for 

better results.  

In terms of research contributions, our work 

complements existing research on digital and data-

driven business models and corresponding services in 

the logistics industry (see [6, 18]). Because of that, it 

is an industry-specific, detailed look at APIs in 

logistics, enabling researchers to scope the field better 

and systemize it more profoundly. It also is a potential 

starting point to transfer these findings onto other 

domains and spur research on data-driven innovation. 

On a more general notion, our work addresses one 

particular channel of data transfer that, arguably, will 

become more critical during the course of the ongoing 

digitalization of industry and society. 

For practitioners, our taxonomy contributes 

possibilities to leverage APIs either as a consumer or 

provider. While we cannot claim completeness, it still 

gives practitioners an overview of available APIs and 

their implications for services. They can identify 

opportunities to collect data, use them for new services 

or identify potential white spots that they can fill with 

their data. We see high potential for practitioners to 

extend, enrich, or develop altogether new business 

models based on data. The taxonomies give 

practitioners checklists for which data to consider. At 

this point, it does so for track & trace services and 

route optimization services. Practically, that means 

that the users of the taxonomy can identify new 

potentials for data.  
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Our work has limitations. First, we collected the 

data from three API databases based on publicly 

available data at a specific period in time. Meaning, 

our work can only look in from the ‘outside’ and give 

a snapshot in time of the currently available APIs. 

Next, since analyzing and abstracting the information 

requires a degree of judgment, others might identify 

other dimensions as more essential. Also, there might 

be more API databases available on the market that we 

did not include in our current sample. Because of that, 

our taxonomy is only an excerpt based on the dataset 

we collected in our work. Lastly, our taxonomy needs 

to be developed in future work to complement other 

services through additional lower-level taxonomies 

(e.g., as we propose here with route optimization and 

track & trace).  

Our work paves the way for further research. 

The taxonomies are only an excerpt of the landscape 

of APIs based on public data analysis. Future work 

should include additional methods of inquiry to extend 

our results. Firstly, incorporating other databases or 

searching explicitly for APIs of logistics companies 

can identify additional samples. For example, software 

databases often indicate whether a company offers an 

API (e.g., GetApp6 or Sourceforge7). Those databases 

potentially contain information on APIs directly or 

give hints on which software (e.g., through their 

websites) to analyze in more detail. Second, adapting 

the underlying methodological approach to shift from 

analyzing publicly available data to inquiring directly 

with logistics firms, e.g., through interviews or 

questionnaires. Adopting that approach would also be 

a potential avenue to further complement our findings 

through experiences and best practices from 

practitioners. Third, a more comprehensive look at 

what data ‘are available’ or ‘needed’ in the logistics 

industry could rationalize new API-based services. 

Lastly, a novel mode of inquiry could be the automated 

classification of APIs and their services through a 

machine learning approach.  
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